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Abstract—Most electrical appliances exhibit characteristic
power consumption patterns, so called load signatures, during
their operation. Through the application of signal processing and
machine learning, these characteristics can be extracted and subsequently leveraged to identify appliance activities, their modes
of operation, and even the impending need for maintenance. A
research domain that has not yet experienced extensive activity,
however, is to what extent a correlation between appliance activity
and ambient conditions exists. In other words: Do appliances
exhibit characteristic features in non-electrical domains (e.g.,
temperature, vibration, sound, magnetic field, etc) during their
operation and/or when state changes happen? In order to
accelerate the research activities in this field, we present a data
collection setup to investigate these dependencies in detail. Our
test bench facilitates the collection of electrical voltage and power
samples while enabling a variable amount of ambient features
to be captured using wireless sensing devices. By enabling the
analysis of dependencies between electrical and ambient sensor
data, we foster the creation of improved energy data analysis
methods. We show that our data acquisition test bench is capable
of creating a time-synchronized data set, comprised of ambient
data and energy measurements at high sampling rates.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the publication of George Hart’s seminal work on
non-intrusive load monitoring (NILM) in 1985 [1], research
activities to extract and utilize the information content in
electricity consumption data have seen an almost exponential
increase. Data sets to train and test such algorithms have been
collected by research teams around the globe. A commonality
of virtually all data sets in this domain (e.g., [2]–[4]) is their
exclusive focus on purely electrical features, mostly voltage
and current readings, or electrical power as the product of
both. Only a few data sets provide additional annotations, e.g.,
occupancy information [5], user-generated events [6], or user
activities [7]. This emphasizes the prevailing assumption that
electrical features are the primary phenomena to capture when
trying to infer more details about appliances. In fact, only very
few works have determined to what extent appliance activity
can be sensed without relying on electrical data, e.g., through
appliances’ acoustic signatures [8], [9]. This is surprising,
given that the great potential of data set annotations was
determined in [10], [11], and the practical cases in [12]–[16]
confirm how appliances’ ambient information can be further
exploited. Still, no existing data set features comprehensive
annotations by ambient conditions and metadata, in order to
facilitate such research activities.

This has motivated us to create a versatile test bench for
the simultaneous collection of electrical consumption data and
ambient conditions. It combines the accurate collection of
energy-related features (through the use of dedicated measurement hardware) with an extensible sensor network to capture
ambient information in the required detail. The test bench
facilitates the collection of comprehensive data sets, which in
turn allow for the development of improved NILM approaches.
For example, a better disambiguation can be achieved between
a kitchen light and a ceiling light fixture with similar power
consumption by correlating their operation with measurements
of light intensity, light temperature, or the user’s currently
pursued activity. Our practical implementation of the test
bench is shown in Fig. 1.
Our test bench allows researchers to capture both shortterm appliance operation data (like in PLAID [17], where only
appliance start-up transients of a few seconds length have been
captured) as well as long-time traces (like in AMPds [18],
which spans several months). It is easy to replicate due to its
reliance on commercially available devices, and represents a
valuable tool to accelerate research in NILM and other energycentric research fields. We discuss its architecture and the hardand software design decisions in Sec. II. Subsequently, we
demonstrate the system’s practical use in Sec. III. We conclude
our paper in Sec. IV.
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Fig. 1. Practical setup of the data collection test bench.
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The electrical data acquisition setup is schematically shown in
Fig. 2, where voltage and current probes are directly connected
to the power inlet of the device-under-test (DUT). The diagram
also highlights the presence of a PC that controls the USB
oscilloscope and stores its readings using the CSV file format.
B. Ambient Context Sensing

Fig. 2. Schematic setup of the data acquisition architecture.

II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
In order to enable accurate energy data analysis, both
the mains voltage and the current flowing into an electrical
appliance must be sampled at a high temporal and amplitude
resolutions. Moreover, in order to enable the investigation of
dependencies between ambient conditions and energy consumption, corresponding contextual data must be recorded.
Thus, the following three design decisions need to be made:
1) Suitable transducers to capture voltage and current signals
need to be carefully selected,
2) Sensors for the ambient conditions must be chosen and
their integration must be catered for, and
3) Collected data must be consolidated and stored in a
scalable and time-synchronized manner.
We discuss our design considerations and the practical realizations of each of these aspects as follows.
A. Sensing Electrical Quantities
In order to collect an electrical appliance’s load signature,
the voltage across an its terminals as well as the current
it consumes must be synchronously captured. Through their
multiplication, the appliance’s demand for real, reactive, and
apparent electrical power over time can be extracted. To support a wide range of sampling frequencies and ensure accurate
readings, we have have relied on a USB oscilloscope to collect
electrical load signatures. Since the scientific community has
not yet converged to an optimum sampling rate for appliance
detection, we have decided to use a default sampling rate of
40 kHz, which was already highlighted as a meaningful design
choice by Armel et al. in [19] and is in-line with approaches
presented recently [20]. The system has been developed to
allow for later changes of this setting. Our data acquisition
unit for electrical quantities is comprised of the following
components:
1
• PicoScope 4444 with a maximum sampling rate of
256 MS/s, a bandwidth of 20 MHz and an amplitude
resolution of 14 bit.
• PicoConnect 442 voltage probe with a measurement
range up to 1000 V and a signal bandwidth of 100 MHz.
• PicoConnect TA300 current probe with a measuring range
of up to 40 A AC/DC and a signal bandwidth of 100 kHz.
1 www.picotech.com/download/datasheets/picoscope-4444-data-sheet.pdf

To enhance the collected electrical consumption data by
the ambient conditions at the time of collection, we use a
modular sensing system setup. Only two sensor types are
hard-wired into the system in order to collect ground truth
information from the electrical appliance: A USB microphone
and a USB camera. The stereophonic two-way (front and rear)
microphone is being used to capture all acoustic emissions
appliances exhibit during their operation. The USB webcam
is mounted on a movable arm in order to allow for its free
positioning to capture all user interactions with the DUT.
Streams of both sensor modalities are recorded in their native
formats (WAV and MPEG4, respectively).
Besides the wired sensor devices, a wireless sensor network
gateway is attached to the computer to allow for the modular
extension of the sensing setup by additional modalities. We
have specifically chosen to use wireless devices in order to
enable their free placement on and around the DUT, e.g., to
monitor the temperature inside a refrigerator or capture button
presses. Our wireless sensors are based on the Zolertia REMote platform [21] and rely on 6LoWPAN to communicate
over the IEEE 802.15.4 standard in the 2.4 GHz ISM band.
The actual interfacing to the data provided by physical sensors
is implemented based on the CoAP protocol [22], as part of the
Contiki operating system. This choice of service abstraction
makes a later addition and removal of sensor services easily
possible, and caters to the long-term operability of our system.
Each wireless node implements a CoAP server which offers
resources (through URIs) for all attached physical sensor
devices. Through CoAP’s auto-discovery feature, available
resources are identified by the controlling system before a
data collection process is started. CoAP allows two different
methods (GET and OBSERVE) to be used to obtain sensor data
from wireless devices. Currently, the GET method is being
used to obtain data from all connected sensors, at a polling
rate of 1 Hz. The actual data exchange is performed via a
6LoWPAN edge router, which forwards wireless sensor data
to the computer, shown in the left-hand part of Fig. 2.
C. Data Storage and Postprocessing
A set of scripts has been developed to concurrently capture
all data streams and write their data to the PC’s disk storage.
By annotating all recorded data streams with the computer’s
local timestamp, their tight time synchronization is guaranteed.
Delays of up to 1 s are, however, experienced for events from
the wireless sensor network, which are only polled periodically
from all wireless sensors. While the wireless nature of the
communication channel does not provide real-time guarantees,
practical testing (cf. Sec. III-C) has still shown events to be
recorded in a timely manner.

Fig. 3. Overlay visualization of the water kettle’s multimodal sensor streams.

All data are stored without any further postprocessing
applied to preserve their characteristics in full. We thus leave
it up to the individual researcher to define the postprocessing
needs, e.g., the application of different mathematical operations [23], [24] or the extraction of features for their use in
conjunction with machine learning algorithms. We would also
like to note that the video recording is only supposed to be
a reference for the easier interpretation of the other captured
values. This way, events collected from electrical, acoustic,
and ambient parameters can be correlated more easily with
the actual appliance operation and possible user interaction.
III. P RACTICAL U SE OF THE T EST B ENCH
After having introduced the design rationale of our data
collection test bench, we share some insights from its practical
operation next. We use an electric water kettle as the DUT.
A. Step-by-Step Operation Sequence
The following steps are needed to record traces for the DUT.
1) Sensor Choice and Installation: Considerations need to
be made regarding the potential sensor data streams of interest.
In our case, by way of example, we consider temperature and
humidity changes above and on the side of the kettle, as well
as changes to the electromagnetic field and the luminosity surrounding the kettle. Thus, two wireless sensors are deployed:
One that is mounted above the kettle to monitor temperature
and humidity, and a second one that logs the electromagnetic
field, brightness, temperature, humidity, as well as when users
press the activation button. Corresponding CoAP resources
have been implemented in Contiki, such that their automatic
identification is facilitated.
2) Connect the Device-under-Test: Once all sensors have
been configured, the device-under-test is placed on the test
bench and the wireless sensors are brought into position.
Flexible mounting options (such as visible on the right of
Fig. 1) help to keep the wireless devices in place. Besides the
wireless sensors, both camera and microphone are positioned
to capture signals accurately. Lastly, the power plug of the
DUT is attached to mains power via the oscilloscope.
3) Conduct the Measurement: Our sensing setup allows
the sampling rate and resolution of the oscilloscope to be
defined (if they deviate from the default rate of 40 kHz). Once
all configuration settings have been defined, the actual data

Fig. 4. Temporal displacement between button, electrical, and acoustic data.

collection process is initiated. The measurement scripts on the
computer contain an initial waiting time that is required to
initialize and stabilize the readings of all sensors; in practice,
this takes up to 10 s. Once this time has elapsed, the user can
interact with the DUT like during regular operationw (i.e., start
its operation and provide further input as relevant) in order to
collect its load signature.
4) Stop the recording: Many appliances operate according
to an internal state machine [1]. Thus, their operational sequence terminates after all relevant operational phases have
completed. Once the appliance’s operation has terminated
and no further data shall be recorded, the user can stop the
recording. This triggers all data file streams to be closed, such
that the data are available for further processing.
B. Sample Measurements
We show results from a run of the water kettle in Figs. 3
and 4. To unify the view of all different measured entities (including temperature, relative humidity, environmental
brightness, and others), we present a graphical representation
of the data in Fig. 3. Note that video content is not shown
in the figure, since the camera is only meant to provide a
visual ground truth for manual annotation. The left y-axis
represents the range of the values of the environmental sensors
(uncalibrated), whereas the right y-axis relates to the electrical
power data (visible in the top of the graph). The total duration
of the experiment was 180 s.
The impact of the operated electrical appliance on the
ambient parameters becomes visible from the graph in several
aspects: First, presses on the kettle’s power button (happening
at time offsets 2, 73, 87, and 175 of the recording) indicate
the user interaction with the device. It also becomes apparent
that one event was missed (at time offset 154) due to unknown
reasons. Second, the electrical power consumption, visible in
the top of the diagram, varies between fully active operation
(500 W to 2000 W) and inactivity (0 W), depending on the
user interaction with the water kettle. Third, the humidity
level rises towards the end of a water boiling process because
of the steam evaporating from the opening. Fourth, a higher
temperature can also be observed above the kettle as the water
heating process evolves. Lastly, the remaining environmental
sensors maintain stable values given their unrelatedness to the
kettle’s operation.

C. Event synchronization
An accurate synchronization between events is crucial
to correctly interpret the collected multi-modal sensor data
streams. To confirm the degree of synchronization of logged
events, we zoom in on the sensor streams for the time frame
between 85–87 seconds after the recording has been started.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 4 and show the corresponding
data excerpt during which the button of the kettle is pushed
and the corresponding change to active power is observed.
Besides the electrical power intake, the user button’s action
and the amplitude of the signal recorded from the microphone
is shown. Although the three elements do not match exactly in
the time step where the kettle is turned on, the time difference
between events is below 100 ms, which can be considered
close enough for many aspects of energy data analysis. It
needs to be noted, however, that the periodic polling of CoAP
services may introduce delays of up to 1 s.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
Most data sets that have been released to be used in
conjunction with NILM feature only measurements of electrical voltage and current, or appliance power consumption.
However, many ambient conditions are directly influenced by
appliance operation. Such dependencies cannot be resolved
using currently available data sets because ambient information is generally not provided alongside the electrical data.
We have therefore presented a system that has the capability
to record both electrical and non-electrical sensor data with a
high sampling rate. Through the use of an extensible wireless
sensor network based on the CoAP protocol, the integration
of sensors for various modalities is simplified. Data collected
using our test bench can be used to improve disaggregation
algorithms to detect appliances from the overall usage and thus
foster future developments. An open question that remains to
be resolved in future work is the further processing of collected
data. Software to automatically extract relevant features from
the multi-modal sensor streams is required to simplify and
unify the data analysis process, and reduce the need for human
interaction to a minimum.
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